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SCALES OF HABITAT SELECTION BY FORAGING E
‘ LEPAIO IN
UNDISTURBED
AND HUMAN-ALTERED
FORESTS IN HAWAII’
ERIC A. VANDERWERF~
Department of Zoology, Universityof Florida, Gainesville,FL 3261 I
Abstract. I examined habitat selectionby foraging ‘Elepaio (Chasiempissandwichensis)
in relatively undisturbedand human-altered forestsin Hawaii at three hierarchically-nested
scalesby comparing birds with random sites. The fine scalewas based on a sphere with a
radius of 0.75 m, the intermediate scaleuseda cylinder from groundto canopywith a radius
of 1.5 m, and the broad scalewasbasedon the point-quarter method. At a fine scale,‘Elepaio
in both forests selectedforaging siteswith high foliage density, large bark surfacearea, and
many twigsand branches.‘Elepaio in disturbedareascompensatedfor lower available foliage
density by being “hyperselective” toward high density sites. At an intermediate scale,‘Elepaio in both forests favored sites with above averagefoliage density at all heights. Birds in
undisturbed habitat preferred sites with native ground cover and used sites with feral pig
damage or exotic grassesless than expected, while birds in disturbed forest did not favor
any groundcover type. At a broad scale,tree and shrubdensitieswere much lower in disturbed
areas,but ‘Elepaio did not selectsiteswith high tree or shrubdensity in either forest. ‘Elepaio
in both forests preferred ‘Ohia, and used Koa less than expected. Disturbed areas may be
lower quality foraging habitat becauseless spaceconsistsof sites with preferred high finescale foliage density. The broad scale is commonly used to measure habitat around nest
sites and song perches,but it did not detect patterns of foraging site selectionand may be
too coarsefor measuringforaging habitat of forest birds.
Kev words: Chasiemvis sandwichensis:E
‘ lepaio; habitat selection;habitat disturbance;
Hawk; scale.
INTRODUCTION

Habitat structure affects foraging opportunities
for birds by determining abundance and distribution of prey and which searchand attack methods birds can employ to capture prey (Robinson
and Holmes 1982, 1984; Holmes and Schultz
1988). For insectivorous forest birds, foraging
opportunities may be the primary determinant
of habitat selection (Holmes 198 1, Sherry and
Holmes 1985). It is not surprising,therefore, that
human alteration of habitat structure has an impact on foraging behavior and habitat selection
(e.g., Szaro and Balda 1979, Franzreb 1983).
In studies of avian habitat selection, correlations often are found between distributions of
bird speciesand habitat characteristics,particularly vegetation structure (HildCn 1965, reviews
in Cody 1985). Habitat selectionpresumably has
adaptive significance (Rotenberry 1981) but to
understand why these relationships exist and if
they are biologically meaningful, we must determine how birds choose habitat (Holmes 198 1,
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Sherry and Holmes 1985, Sedgwick and Knopf
1992). In the majority of cases,the mechanisms
and criteria for habitat selection in birds are
poorly known (Cody 1985, Orians and Wittenberger 199 1). Insight into theseprocessescan be
gained by comparing patterns of habitat selection
by a single speciesin two habitats that differ in
structure (Holmes 198 1, Robinson and Holmes
1982).
Habitat alteration in Hawaii has been extensive both historically (Stone and Scott 1985) and
prehistorically (Kirch 1982, 1983), and native
Hawaiian birds may be especially sensitive to
disturbance(Olson and James 1984, Sakai 1988).
Abundance of native Hawaiian birds is often
negatively correlated with habitat disturbance
(Scott et al. 1986). However, to determine if and
how habitat alteration affectsthese species,one
must understand what aspectsof habitat structure are important to them and the mechanisms
by which they select habitat.
Patterns of habitat use at the population and
geographiclevels are ultimately the result of how
individuals respondto variation in habitat structure (Martin 1986). Individual variation in behavioral responsesto habitat differencesis therefore essential to discovering processesby which
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birds select habitat becausepatterns of individual selection should most clearly reflect responsesto habitat characteristics (Wiens et al.
1987b).
Variations in habitat structure to which individual birds may respond exist in a hierarchy of
spatial scales(Maurer 1985, Kolasa and Pickett
199 l), and this hierarchical heterogeneityshould
be consideredwhen attempting to determine patternsof habitat selection(Kotliar and Wiens 1990,
Orians and Wittenberger 199 1). The scale at
which habitat is measured influences what patterns are detectedand what underlying processes
can be inferred from them (Sherry and Holmes
1985, Wiens and Rotenberry 1986, Wiens et al.
1987a). Thus, the appropriate scale depends on
the goals of the study. To determine how individual birds selectforaging sites and to what aspects of habitat structure they respond, a local
scaleis required (Brown 1984, Wiens et al. 1987a,
Sedgwick and Knopf 1992). A useful approach
is a design that includes a nested hierarchy of
scalesthat encompass the range of habitat parameters to which birds may respond (Maurer
1985, Kolasa and Pickett 1991, Bergin 1992).
I devised a method of measuring habitat parameters that individual birds might use to select
foragingsitesat three hierarchically-nestedscales.
Although I termed them broad, intermediate, and
fine scales,most authors would consider all three
to be microhabitat or local scales (e.g., Morris
1987, Wiens et al, 1987a). The fine scaleencompassedan area a foraging bird might searchfrom
a single perch and measured foliage density, bark
surfacearea, and numbers of branchesand twigs.
The intermediate scale covered an area a bird
might search from two consecutive perchesand
measured groundcover type and foliage density
in several height categories.The broad scalewas
similar to that often used to describe avian habitats and measured tree and shrub densities
(James and Shugart 1970). To determine patternsof selection,I comparedmeasurementsfrom
points where I saw a bird forage to those from
random points (Moser et al. 1990).
I used this method to examine patterns of foraging site selection by an endemic, insectivorous
Hawaiian bird, the ‘Elepaio (Chasiempis sandwichensis),in two forest types that differed in
degreeof human disturbance. By comparing selection of habitat parameters at several scalesin
relatively undisturbed and disturbed areas, I
hoped to learn what aspectsof habitat structure
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are important to ‘Elepaio, and whether ‘Elepaio
might be restricted somehow in their use of disturbed habitat.
METHODS
STUDY

SITE AND

SPECIES

This study was conducted from April through
July, 1991 at Hakalau Forest National Wildlife
Refuge, Hawaii. The site lies on the windward
slope of Mauna Kea at 1,900 m elevation and
experiences heavy rainfall (3 m/yr), frequent
clouds and mist, and daytime temperatures rarely above 20°C. Scott et al. (1986) provide a detailed description of the topography and climate
of the region.
The area was originally covered by montane
rainforest, but in the last 100 years human activities such as cattle ranching and timber harvesting have transformed it into a mosaic of relatively undisturbed forest and highly modified
open woodland. The “undisturbed” forest has
been altered by the same activities, but to a lesser
degree,and still retains a closedcanopy, relatively
dense understory, and ground cover mostly of
native forbs and ferns. The disturbed forest has
a shorter, more open canopy, almost no understory, and ground cover of exotic grasses,particularly Kikuyu Grass (Pennisetum clandestinum), Velvet Grass (Holcus lanatus), Sweet
Vernalgrass (Anthoxanthum odoratum), and
Meadow Ricegrass(Mcrolaena stipoides).
These two habitats did not have distinct
boundaries, and areas intermediate in structure
often intervened. I chosestudy plots that did not
include areas of intermediate structure and that
representedextremes of the continuum from undisturbed to disturbed. I establishedthree study
plots totalling 11.4 ha in undisturbed habitat and
three plots totalling 10.6 ha in disturbed habitat
that were as closeas possibleto each other (within 330 m) and were similar in size, shape, and
elevation.
‘Elepaio are common residents in both habitats at the study site, although population density
may be slightly higher in undisturbed habitat
(VanderWerf, unpubl. data). They are monogamous, nonmigratory, and remain paired and
probably territorial throughout the year
(MacCaughey 1919, Conant 1977, Berger 1981).
‘Elepaio are insectivorous (Munro 1960, Conant
1977), and are extremely versatile foragers.They
use a variety of foraging techniques that include
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gleaning, hanging, and aerial hawking, and substrates ranging from leaves and twigs to trunks
and even the ground (VanderWerf, unpubl.
manuscript).
I used four methods to identify 45 individual
‘Elepaio in the study plots: a unique combination
of colored leg bands (n = 16) distinctive plumage
causedby intergradation of two subspecies(n =
5, see Pratt 1980), being paired with a colorbanded or distinctively-plumaged bird (n = lo),
and known territory boundaries (n = 14). I compiled data separately for each individual.
DATA COLLECTION
I observed each foraging ‘Elepaio until it attempted to capture prey or until I lost sight of
it. If it attempted to capture prey, I recorded the
plant species, height, and substrate where the
attack occurred, and used the perch where the
attack was initiated as the center from which to
measure additional habitat use parameters at
three scales.
For fine scale habitat use measurements, I
imagined a 0.75 m radius spherearound the point
of attack. I chose 0.75 m because this was the
average length of 427 flights between perchesin
preliminary observations. The fine scale thus
represented an area a bird might search from a
given perch, on average.I estimated this distance
usingthe length of an ‘Elepaio, 15 cm, asa “ruler.”
Within this sphereI counted the maximum numbers of trunks (> 20 cm diameter), large branches
(5-20 cm), small branches (l-5 cm), and twigs
(< 1 cm) that passed through any one plane of
the sphere. I estimated foliage density and bark
surface area as the maximum in any one plane
through the sphere in one of six categories(see
Remsen 1985): 0 (0%) 1 (l-10%), 2 (1 l-30%),
3 (31-70%) 4 (71-90%), or 5 (>90%).
To measure intermediate scale habitat use, I
imagined a 1.5 m radius cylinder centered on the
point of attack and extending from the ground
to the top of the canopy. Within this cylinder I
recorded the dominant ground cover category
(native forbs and ferns, exotic grasses,feral pig
damage, or bare rock and soil). Damage by feral
pigs was recognizedby the churned, muddy soil,
uprooted plants, and sometimes by their hoofprints and droppings. I estimated foliage density
using the same categories as fine scale in four
height strata: understory (< 3 m), lower canopy
(3-6 m), mid-canopy (6-9 m in disturbed habi-

tat, 6-12 m in undisturbed), and upper canopy
(>9 m in disturbed habitat, > 12 m in undisturbed).
For broad scale habitat use, I measured tree
and shrub densities using the point-centered
quarter method, with the center on the ground
directly below the point of attack (Cottam and
Curtis 1956). Distancesto nearesttreesand shrubs
were variable, but typically were 5-10 m for trees
and 5-l 5 m for shrubs in disturbed habitat, and
2-5 meters for trees and l-3 m for shrubs in
undisturbed habitat.
I measured availability of the same habitat
variables at the same three scales at random
points. I found a random point by starting from
the use point, selecting a compassbearing from
a random numbers table, measuring the maximum distance a bird could travel in that direction from that point without leaving its territory
or the foraging patch, and then randomly selecting a distance out of the maximum possible.
Maximum distances ranged from a few meters
to over 50 m and were generally longer in undisturbed habitat. I chosea height by measuring
maximum canopy height at the random point
and choosinga height out of the maximum possible with a random numbers table.
In an attempt to improve the precision of this
method and remove subjectivity, I practiced by
taking repeated measurements during preliminary observations until I felt proficient. To increaseaccuracy of bark surface area estimation,
I converted diameters of trunks and branches
into areas,assumingthey were cylindrical. I made
all observations myself, so there was no interobserver variation.
ANALYSES
I averaged values for each variable over an individual and I used each individual as an independent observation. I required a minimum of
ten observations per bird for inclusion in analyses and I obtained sufficient data on 22 individuals in undisturbed habitat and 23 in disturbed habitat. To determine which parameters
‘Elepaio might use as selection criteria, I compared useand random points in eachhabitat with
a paired t-test or, if several of the variables were
related, with multiple analyses of variance
(MANOVA). To determine whether ‘Elepaio altered their selection criteria in disturbed areas
and ifthey might be limited by disturbed habitat,
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I compared both use and random points between
habitats, again with either a paired t-test or a
MANOVA.
For some variables I was interestedin knowing
patterns of selection for specificcategories,such
as tree species,height strata, and groundcover
types. Habitat selection of this type is often analyzed using goodnessof fit tests,with frequency
of use of eachcategorytreated as observedvalues
and availability as expectedvalues. Suchan analysis pools observations from all individuals, and
thus assumesthat all birds have equal accessto
the same resources.This assumption is not valid
for territorial speciesin heterogeneoushabitat
becauseeachbird has accessonly to the resources
on its territory (Martin 1986). Furthermore, this
type of analysis does not allow examination of
individual variation in selectionpatterns. Dodge
et al. (1990) suggestthat regressionis a superior
method of comparing habitat use and availability. In this approach, each bird is used as a data
point in a regressionwhere use is the dependent
variable and availability is the independent variable. Use and availability of each category are
converted to proportions of the total number of
observations. For example, proportional use of
a tree speciesis found by dividing the number
of foraging observations in that speciesby the
total number of observations. Proportional
availability is found by dividing the number of
trees of that speciesby the total number of trees
in the sampling points, weighted by basal area
in this case. Because the dependent and independent variables are both proportions and have
the same scale, they can be compared directly.
If use is proportional to availability, each should
increase at the same rate and the slope of the
regressionline will be one. The null hypothesis
that use equals availability is tested by using a
t-test to determine if the slope of the regression
line is different from one. Use is greater than
expected based on availability if the slope is
greater than one, and less than expected if the
slope is less than one. Regression without the
constant is used to ensure that the line passes
through the origin. Since values among categories for use and availability were relative proportions and were thus collinear, multivariate
regressionwas not appropriate and I performed
a series of simple regressionswith each pair of
use and availability values (Dodge et al. 1990).
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RESULTS
COMPARISON
OF USE AND
RANDOM
POINTS

Broad scaletree and shrub densitiesdid not differ
between use and random points in either habitat
(Table 1). Densities at use points translate into
average nearest neighbor distances of 3.4 m for
treesand 2.8 m for shrubsin undisturbed habitat
and 6.9 m for trees and 9.9 m for shrubs in
disturbed habitat. Patterns of tree speciesselection were similar in undisturbed and disturbed
habitats (Table 2). Use of Metrosideros polymorpha (‘Ohia) and Ilex anomola was higher
than expected from availability, use of Acacia
koa (Koa) was lower than expected,and standing
dead treeswere not usedat all. Other tree species,
including Myrsine lessertiana, Cheirodendron
trigynum, and Coprosma sp., were used in proportion to their availability in undisturbed habitat; some species were not used in disturbed
habitat, such as Cheirodendron and Coprosma.
Results for these speciesshould be interpreted
with caution becausethey were very sparselyand
unevenly distributed. Patterns of their use are
based on relatively few observations, and some
territories in disturbed habitat did not contain
all speciesof trees.
At an intermediate scale, ‘Elepaio foraged in
areas where foliage density was above average.
Foliage density indexes at all heightsin both habitats were higher at use points than at random
points (MANOVA, overall F,,,, = 16.82, P <
0.0001 in undisturbed, F,,,, = 11.33, P < 0.0001
in disturbed. See Table 1 for partitioning of
F-values). ‘Elepaio did not seem to have a foragingheight preferencebasedon availability. The
only height category used more than expected
was mid-canopy in undisturbed habitat (Table
3). All other heights in both habitats were used
in proportion to their availability.
Patterns of groundcover selection differed between habitats (Table 4). In undisturbed habitat,
areas with native ground cover were used more
than expected, and pig-damaged areas, exotic
grass,and bare rock and soil were used lessthan
expected. In disturbed habitat, all categoriesof
ground cover were used in proportion to their
availability, exceptbare rock and soil, which was
used less than expected.
Fine scalefoliage density indexes in both habitats were higher at use points than at random
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TABLE 1. Tests of differencesin habitat variables at use versusrandom points and between undisturbedand
disturbed habitats. Use and random values are averagesf standarderrors from all individuals. t = Student’s t
from paired tests,F = MANOVA with other variables at the same scalewithin a habitat. Statisticsin the rightmost column representtestsbetween useand random points in either habitat, and statisticsin rows show results
of testsbetweenhabitats at either use or random points. n = 22 birds in undisturbedhabitat and 23 in disturbed
habitat. * = significanceat LY= 0.01, ** = significanceat cz= 0.001.
Variable

Broad scale
Tree density
(no/ha)

Habitat

Undisturbed
Disturbed

Shrub density
(no./ha)

Undisturbed
Disturbed

Intermediate scale
Understory
fol. den. index

Undisturbed
Disturbed

Low canopy
fol. den. index

Undisturbed
Disturbed

Mid-canopy
fol. den. index

Undisturbed
Disturbed

Upper canopy
fol. den. index

Undisturbed
Disturbed

Fine scale
Trunks

Undisturbed
Disturbed

Large branches

Undisturbed
Disturbed

Small branches

Undisturbed
Disturbed

Twigs

Undisturbed
Disturbed

Foliage density
index

Undisturbed
Disturbed

Bark surface
index

Undisturbed
Disturbed

USC

Random

Statistic

864 + 58
208 i 16
t = 10.93**
1,246 + 106
102 +- 13
t = 10.06**

868 * 68
198 i- 41
t = 8.49**
1,633 & 261
150 + 59
t = 14.04**

1.34 + 0.091
0.50 ? 0.065
F 1.43= 57.18**
1.08 ? 0.13
1.42 ? 0.094
F 1.43= 4.48
2.72 f 0.091
2.71 f 0.090
F 1.43= 0.005
3.44 I 0.065
2.73 i- 0.091
F 1.43= 39.35**

0.76 + 0.074
0.21 * 0.032
F ,.43= 47.52**
0.62 ? 0.097
0.92 z?z0.085
F ,,43= 5.26
2.10 * 0.091
2.15 + 0.090
F 1,43
= 0.18
3.04 * 0.081
2.22 & 0.084
F 1.43= 48.79**

F 1.42 = 24.44**
F 1.44= 15.77**

0.18 f 0.047
0.088 f 0.018
F ,,43= 3.78
0.92 & 0.056
0.96 i 0.071
F ,.43= 0.25
8.79 ?z0.34
9.16 + 0.26
F 1.43= 0.77
15.28 + 0.50
15.69 * 0.38
F 1.43= 0.43
3.26 +- 0.072
3.15 +- 0.053
t = 1.25
1.56 +- 0.076
1.37 If- 0.058
t = 1.96

0.054 + 0.013
0.042 f 0.017
F 1.43= 0.34
0.55 * 0.054
0.47 i 0.041
F 1.43= 1.77
6.24 +- 0.17
5.89 f 0.19
F 1.43= 1.85
11.91 + 0.27
11.28 * 0.20
F 1.43= 3.59
2.58 & 0.054
2.32 + 0.052
t = 3.43**
1.18 + 0.023
1.14 * 0.027
t = 1.26

F 1.42 = 7.16*
F ,# = 3.57

points (Table 1). In addition, bark surface area
was higher at use points than random points in
both habitats. Numbers of large branches, small

branches, and twigs were higher at use points
than random points in both habitats, but number
of trunks was higher at use points only in undisturbed habitat (MANOVA, overall F,,,, =
33.66, P < 0.0001 in undisturbed habitat, F,,4,
= 47.04, P < 0.0001 in disturbed habitat. See
Table 1 for partitioning of F-values).

t = 0.046

t = 0.23
t = 1.37
t = 0.80

F 1.42= 7.97*
F I .44= 15.67**
F ,,42= 23.15**
F 1.44= 18.97**
F 1.42= 15.14**
F 1.44= 17.21**

F ,,42= 21.77**
F 1,44= 36.71**
F 1,42= 46.13**
F 1.44= 107.2**
F 1,42= 35.12**
F 1.44= 106.2**

t = 7.89**
t = 14.01**
t = 4.93**
t = 3.84**

COMPARISON OF HABITATS
Broad scaletree and shrub densities were higher
in undisturbed habitat at both use and random
points (Table 1). Overall intermediate scale foliage density was higher in undisturbed habitat
at use points and random points, but in comparisonsof individual height categories,only understory and upper canopy foliage densities were
higher in undisturbed habitat (MANOVA, over-
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TABLE 2. Proportions of tree species use (U) and availability (A) in undisturbed and disturbed habitat.
Availability (calculatedfrom total basal area) and use are averagesof proportions from all individuals. Slope is
the slopeof the regressionline, SE is the standarderror of the slope,and t is student’s t, which indicateswhether
the slope of the regressionline is different from one. Slopes> 1 indicate use is greaterthan availability, P-values
~0.05 indicate slopessignificantlydifferent from 1.
Tree sp.

Undisturbed habitat (n
Metrosideros
Acacia
Dead
Cheirodendron
Myrsine
Coprosma
Ilex

AVd

Use

Slope

SE

f

P-VdW

Conclusion

= 22)
0.690
0.265
0.018
0.011
0.009
0.005
0.004

0.883
0.07 1
0.00
0.019
0.012
0.005
0.011

1.19
0.29
0.0
0.92
1.22
1.22
3.23

0.069
0.024
0.66
0.76
0.22
0.42

7.21
896.34
0.016
0.083
1.03
27.85

0.014
0.00001

U>A
U<A

0.90
0.78
0.32
0.00003

U=A
U=A
U=A
U>A

Disturbed habitat (n = 23)
Metrosideros
0.801
Acacia
0.179
Dead
0.012
Myrsine
0.006
Cheirodendron
0.001
Ilex
0.001

0.934
0.050
0.00
0.006
0.00
0.010

1.12
0.24
0.0
0.74
0.0
12.28

0.049
0.05 1
0.35
2.93

6.13
217.95
0.56
14.86

0.02 1
0.00001

U>A
U<A

0.46
0.0009

U=A

all F,,43= 30.81, 32.21,

P < 0.001 at use and
random points, respectively. SeeTable 1 for partitioning of F-values). At a fine scale,foliage density was higher in undisturbed habitat at random
points, but did not differ at use points. Bark surface did not differ between habitats at use or
random points (Table 1). Overall numbers of
perches(trunks, large branches, small branches,
and twigs) did not differ between habitats at use
or random points, and none of the individual
size-classcomparisons was significant (Table 1,
MANOVAs, F4,40= 1.34, 1.38, P = 0.27, 0.25
at use and random points, respectively).

U>A

DISCUSSION
CRITERIA FOR HABITAT SELECTION

At a broad scale, ‘Elepaio did not appear to be
selective in their use of their habitat. They did
not chooseforaging sites based on tree or shrub
densities, neither of which differed between random points and use points. Within the broad
scale, tree speciesdid affect choice of foraging
sites. ‘Elepaio preferred to forage in ‘Ohia, and
preferred not to foragein Koa. These preferences
may be related to the physical structure of these
tree speciesand its effect on the foraging techniques required to capture prey in each

TABLE 3. Proportions of height categoryuse (U) and availability (A) in undisturbed and disturbed habitats.
Availability (calculatedas proportion of overall foliage height profile) and use are averagesof proportions from
all individuals. Slope is the slope of the regressionline, SE is the standarderror of the slope, and t is student’s
t, whichindicateswhetherthe slopeis differentfrom one. Slopes> 1 indicate use is greater than availability,
P-values co.05 indicate slopessignificantlydifferent from 1.
Avail.

Use

= 22)
0.156
0.116
0.320
0.409

0.122
0.079
0.468
0.329

0.83
0.80
1.50
0.85

0.20
0.11
0.10
0.10

Disturbed habitat (n = 23)
Understory
0.066
Low canopy
0.190
Mid canopy
0.372
Unner canoov
0.374

0.092
0.138
0.397
0.312

1.34
0.74
1.08
1.02

0.25
0.13
0.076
0.088

Helaht

Undisturbed habitat (n
Understory
Low canopy
Mid canopy
Upper canopy

SE

f

P-VZilW

0.73
3.45
23.24
2.45

0.40
0.078
0.00009
0.13

U=A
U=A
U>A
U=A

0.19
0.053
0.32
0.81

U=A
U=A
U=A
U=A

1.80
4.20
1.04
0.06

Conclusion
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TABLE 4. Proportionsof groundcovercategoryuse (U) and availability (A) in undisturbedand disturbed
habitats.Availability and useareaverages
of proportionsfrom all individuals.Slopeis theslopeof theregression
line, SEis the standarderrorof the slope,and t is student’st, whichindicateswhetherthe slopeis differentfrom
one. Slopes> 1 indicateuseis greaterthan availability, P-values ~0.05 indicateslopessignificantlydifferent
from 1.
CLll?ZON

Avail.

Undisturbedhabitat(n = 22)
Native
0.549
Exoticgrass
0.292
Pig damage
0.122
Bare
0.036
Disturbedhabitat(n = 23)
Native
0.076
Exoticgrass
0.817
Pig damage
Bare

0.079
0.027

UX

Slooe

SE

f

0.803
0.142
0.045
0.011

1.34
0.49
0.35
0.25

0.087
0.069
0.040
0.10

15.13
54.14
269.22
51.74

0.143
0.777
0.060
0.020

1.27
0.94
0.87
0.28

0.20
0.038
0.095
0.14

1.78
2.56
1.86
27.29

(VanderWerf, unpubl. manuscript). In ‘Ohia,
‘Elepaio more often attacked prey by perchgleaning, which is relatively simple and energetically inexpensive. In Koa, they usedhanging and
flight-gleaning more often, which are more difficult and require more energy.
In other studies,Szaro and Balda (1979) found
that timber removal in a ponderosa pine forest
affectedtree speciesselectionin 13 out of 15 bird
species,and Franzreb (1983) found that logging
affected tree speciesand tree height selection in
five out of five species.Robinson and Holmes
(1984) found that foraging successof some bird
specieswas higher in certain tree speciesor at
certain heights. They hypothesized this was due
to differencesin foliage structure that made certain maneuvers or search tactics more efficient,
and that these in turn affected microhabitat selection. Indeed, I found that ‘Elepaio in both
undisturbed and disturbed habitats preferred to
forage in tree speciesthat allowed them to use
easier foraging maneuvers.
At an intermediate scale,‘Elepaio in both habitats foraged at sites with higher than average
(random) foliage density, regardless of height.
Foliage density indexes in all four height categories of both habitats were higher at use points
than at random points, and only one height category in either habitat was used disproportionately. ‘Elepaio selected foraging sites based on
foliage density, and they used sites at any height
as long as they had dense foliage. Others have
reported that ‘Elepaio foragedat all heights(Perkins 1903, MacCaughey 19 19), but Conant (1977)
observed them foraging most often in the un-

P-value

COllClUSlOll

0.0008
0.0000 1
0.00001
0.00001

U>A
U<A
U<A
U<A

0.20
0.12
0.19
0.00003

U=A
U=A
U=A
U<A

derstory in a forest of exotic trees. Szaro and
Balda (1979) found that use of available foliage
at different heights varied considerably among
bird species, but that foliage-height use of all
speciescombined closely followed availability.
Groundcover damage by feral pigs is a serious
threat to native habitats in Hawaii and is thought
to be a major cause of declines in native forest
bird populations (Stone and Scott 1985, Scott et
al. 1986, Mountainspring 1987). I found that areas in undisturbed habitat with feral pig damage
or exotic grasseswere not much better than those
with bare ground as foraging sites for ‘Elepaio
since all were underused relative to availability.
Furthermore, the isolated patches of native
ground cover remaining in disturbed habitat were
not significantly favored by ‘Elepaio, suggesting
that after a certain level of disturbance even native ground cover was not useful for foraging.
Birds in disturbed habitat did not prefer any type
of ground cover relative to availability and did
not seem to use ground cover in selecting foraging sites. This is not surprising since ‘Elepaio
foraged on the ground very rarely in disturbed
habitat, but did so commonly in undisturbed
habitat (VanderWerf, unpubl. manuscript). Areas with bare rock and soil were avoided in both
habitats, possibly becausethey often had little or
no vegetation of any kind, even above them.
At a fine scale, ‘Elepaio in both habitats selected foraging siteswith higher than average foliage density and bark surface area. These sites
may have been preferred because their denser
structure facilitated searching for and capturing
prey (VanderWerf, unpubl. manuscript), because
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they harbored more prey, or becausethey provided ‘Elepaio with more cover from predators
(Lima 1985). Numbers of large branches, small
branches, and twigs appeared to be criteria for
choosingforagingsites,but number oftrunks was
lessimportant. The relative importance of these
size classesas selection criteria reflect the frequency with which ‘Elepaio used them as foraging substrates.Twigs and small brancheswere
used very often, large branches were used less
often, and trunks were used infrequently
(VanderWerf, unpubl. manuscript).
SCALE OF HABITAT

SELECTION

‘Elepaio exhibited varying degreesof selectivity
and used different setsof selection criteria at different spatial scales.Information from thesehabitat parameters that appear to serve as selection
criteria may be relied on to a greater or lesser
extent in making choicesabout foraging sites.At
a fine scale,‘Elepaio chosea location from which
to make a single foraging attempt based on information suchas density of foliageto be searched
and numbers and sizes of available perches. At
an intermediate scale, the area chosen provided
foraging opportunities not only for the present
search,but also the next one or several searches.
Height was unimportant, as long as the site had
dense foliage. Finally, areas chosen at a broader
scale presumably provide foraging successover
a large number of foraging movements. ‘Elepaio
choseto foragein tree speciesthat allowed greater efficiency, but did not appear to exhibit selectivity based on tree or shrub density and used
all areas equally at this level. In a similar study
of hierarchical nest site selection in Western
Kingbirds, Bergin (1992) also found differential
selectivity and criteria at different spatial scales.
Moreover, the scalesat which ‘Elepaio showed
selectivityof foragingsiteswere smaller than those
at which kingbirds showedselectivity of nest sites,
perhapsindicating that information usedto make
choicesabout foraging sitesis perceived, or acted
upon, at a finer level than that used to select
territories or nest trees.
COMPARISON
HABITATS

OF SELECTION

BETWEEN

To determine if ‘Elepaio were restricted in their
use of disturbed areas, I compared patterns of
selection between habitats. At a fine scale, ‘Elepaio preferred siteswith higher than average foliage density in both habitats, but they were more
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selective, or “hyperselective,” toward high-density sites in disturbed habitat. Foliage density at
random points was lower in disturbed habitat,
but foliage density at use points did not differ
between habitats. In effect,the greater selectivity
in disturbed habitat compensated for the lower
average foliage density available, resulting in
equal densities at use points.
Although intermediate scalepatterns of foliage
density use differed among height categories,
similar patterns occurred at random points, indicating ‘Elepaio were using foliage at eachheight
in proportion to its availability. The apparent
differences in use of height categories between
habitats simply reflected corresponding differencesat random points. Variation in distribution
of foliage among height strata at random points
was caused by differences in tree crown shape.
Crowns tended to be dome shaped in disturbed
habitat, while foliage was concentrated in the
upper canopy in undisturbed habitat (Table 3).
At a broad scale, ‘Elepaio did not select foraging sites based on tree or shrub densities, and
tree and shrub densities at both random and use
points were lower in disturbed habitat. Thus,
lower broad scaletree and shrub densitiesmeant
birds in disturbed habitat had to move farther
or more often to find sites with high fine scale
density.
CONCLUSIONS
‘Elepaio select foraging sites based on a variety
of habitat variables, including tree species, foliage density, bark surface area, numbers of
perches, and, in undisturbed habitat, ground
cover. They either do not respond to broad scale
tree and shrub densitiesor cannot afford to select
only certain areas and must use their entire territory. The diversity of criteria used by ‘Elepaio
may reflect their ability to use a wide variety of
foragingmaneuvers and substrates(VanderWerf,
unpubl. manuscript).
Foraging site preferenceswithin habitats were
apparent at both fine and intermediate scales,
but differences in patterns of selection between
habitats occurred only at a fine scale, between
areasonly 0.75 m in radius. Moreover, the broad
scale,which encompassedan area similar to that
recommended as a standard size for measuring
avian habitats (0.04 ha circles with a radius of
11.3 m, James and Shugart 1970, Noon 1981),
did not detect patterns of foraging site selection.
Such a scaleis appropriate for describing habitat
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around nest sitesand songperches(Bergin 1992,
Sedgwickand Knopf 1992) but a finer scalemay
be necessaryto determine foraging site preferences, particularly for forest birds.
‘Elepaio appearto be somewhatlimited in their
useofdisturbed habitat at Hakalau ForestN.W.R.
in the sensethat they must be more selective in
order to foragein preferred high-density sitesand
may have to move farther or more often to do
so.However, disturbancelike that at the Hakalau
site obviously does not prevent them from using
an area. Instead, limitation might be manifested
in other forms, suchas larger territory sizes,lower population density, or differencesin time and
energy budgetsin disturbed habitat. Preliminary
evidence indicates population density is lower in
disturbed habitat (VanderWerf, unpubl. data),
but measurement of territory size would provide
more rigorous support.
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